FACE DETECTION FOR PSEUDO-SEMANTIC LABELING IN VIDEO DATABASES
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ABSTRACT
Pseudo-semantic labeling represents a novel approach for automatic content description of video. This information can be used in the context of a video database to improve browsing and searching. In this paper we describe our work on using face detection techniques for pseudo-semantic labeling. We present our results using a database of MPEG sequences.

1. INTRODUCTION
The amount of digital video available for many applications has undergone explosive growth in recent years. However, the technologies for organizing and searching video data are in their infancy. Many of the issues in the development of video databases are being addressed in the emerging MPEG-7 standard [1]. In order to develop and test new algorithms for browsing and searching in video databases, complete systems must be implemented. An example of one of these systems is ViBE (Video Indexing and Browsing Environment) [2, 3, 4] which is being developed at Purdue University. ViBE is a browsable/searchable paradigm for organizing video data containing a large number of sequences. One of the techniques that ViBE uses for content description and retrieval is known as pseudo-semantic labeling.

Pseudo-semantic labeling bridges the gap between low-level and truly semantic labels for the description of video content. We are investigating in ViBE the use of several pseudo-semantic labels. These include labels such as “face,” “indoor/outdoor,” “high action,” “man made,” and “natural.” Since pseudo-semantic labels are generally associated with some level of uncertainty, each label is assumed to be a continuous value in [0, 1].

where 1 indicates that the video frame has the associated property with high confidence, and 0 indicates that it does not. This value will be used in other subsystems of ViBE to improve the browsing and searching in the video database.

In this paper, we describe our work on the “face” label. The goal here is to detect whether a frame in the sequence contains a face. Different approaches have been developed in recent years for the face detection problem. Some of the most representative work includes shape-feature approaches [5]. Neural network approaches are used in [6, 7], and template matching approaches are used in [8, 9, 10]. These approaches have tended to focus on still gray-scale images. While they report good performance, they are often computationally expensive. This is especially true of template matching and neural network approaches, since they require processing for each possible position and scaling of the image. Also, the results may still be excessively sensitive to the rotation and pose of the face. Recently, a number of authors have used color and shape as important cues for face detection. In [11, 12, 13] both color and spatial information is exploited to detect segmented regions corresponding to faces. However, in [12, 13] the color and spatial information is also used to merge image regions in the segmentation process.

2. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
Our method for face labeling is designed to be robust for variations that can occur in face illumination, shape, color, pose, and orientation. To achieve this goal, our method integrates information we have regarding face color, shape, position and texture to identify the regions which are most likely to contain a face. It does this in a computationally efficient way which avoids explicit pattern matching.
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ViBE incorporates Shot Boundary Detection and Shot-Tree representation [2] that is used to temporally segment the video sequence and organize it into an efficient data structure. This representation greatly reduces the task of pseudo-semantic labeling. For the work presented in this paper, only one frame per shot is labeled. We should note that all processing is done on full frames extracted from the MPEG data.

Figure 1 illustrates the processing steps that we use to obtain the face label for a given frame. In the following subsections we will describe each of these blocks.

2.1. Skin Detection

The first step, skin detection, is used to segment regions of the image which potentially correspond to face regions based on pixel color. Under normal illumination conditions skin colors fall into a small region of the color space [14], so pixels falling outside this region are unlikely to be of interest.

The skin detection works by modeling the skin colors using a Gaussian mixture distribution, and then segmenting the image with a multiscale Bayesian segmentation algorithm known as sequential maximum a posteriori (SMAP) [15]. We use the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm to estimate the parameters of the Gaussian mixture distribution from a training set of skin pixels [16]. The training set is obtained from more than 200 images randomly selected from our database which were manually segmented into skin and no skin regions.

The white pixels of the images of the second column of Figure 2 represent the pixels classified as skin for three different examples.

2.2. Unsupervised Segmentation

Once the pixels of interest are identified, unsupervised segmentation is used to separate these pixels into smaller regions which are homogeneous in color. This is important because the skin detection will produce nonhomogeneous regions often containing more than a single object. For example, skin colored materials may be erroneously included in the skin detection. These undesired regions are separated from true faces using the subsequent unsupervised segmentation step.

To do this, we again use the EM algorithm to cluster the detected skin pixels using a multivariate Gaussian mixture distribution. Each component of the Gaussian mixture is then treated as a distinct subclass of the skin color space. Each pixel of the detected skin region is then individually classified to its highest probability subclass (i.e. the MAP classification), and the resulting segmentation is smoothed using a morphological opening and closing operation with a $5 \times 5$ circular kernel. This morphological smoothing eliminates many small spurious regions produced by the MAP classification. As we can see in the third column of Figure 2, the unsupervised segmentation process further partitions the skin detected regions into smaller more homogeneous regions.

2.3. Region Extraction and Hierarchical Region Labeling

The next step is to extract connected regions and features vectors which characterize those regions. For each connected region, we compute a set of features which we call a state vector that describes the color and shape of the region. Let $\Omega_i$ be the $i^{th}$ region of pixels, and let $x_r$ be a color pixel in YUV coordinates at position $r \in \Omega_i$. Here $r \in \Omega_i$ is assumed to be a two dimensional column vector $r = [r_1, r_2]^T$ where $r_1$ and $r_2$ index the row and column of the pixel. For each region, we will extract a state vector of information defined by $q_i = [N_i, \bar{x}_i, \gamma_i, \mu_i, R_i, max_i, min_i]$. Each feature of $q_i$ describes a characteristic of the color or shape of the region. The elements of the state vector are given by
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the following expressions:

\[ N_i = \sum_{r \in \Omega_i} 1 \]
\[ \hat{x}_i = \frac{1}{N_i} \sum_{r \in \Omega_i} x_r \]
\[ \gamma_i = \text{Diag} \left\{ \frac{1}{N_i} \sum_{r \in \Omega_i} (x_r - \hat{x}_i)(x_r - \hat{x}_i)^T \right\} \]
\[ \mu_i = \frac{1}{N_i} \sum_{r \in \Omega_i} r \]
\[ R_i = \frac{1}{N_i} \sum_{r \in \Omega_i} (r - \mu_i)(r - \mu_i)^T \]
\[ \text{max}_i = \left( \max_{x \in \Omega_i} r_1, \max_{x \in \Omega_i} r_2 \right) \]
\[ \text{min}_i = \left( \min_{x \in \Omega_i} r_1, \min_{x \in \Omega_i} r_2 \right) \]

(1)

where \( \gamma_i \) is a vector containing the variance for each of the \( Y \), \( U \), and \( V \) color components. An important property of the state vector is that it can be recursively updated for merged regions. For example, let \( \Omega_i \) and \( \Omega_j \) be two regions that are merged to form a new region \( \Omega_h \). The new state vector for the region \( h \) may be expressed as \( q_h = U(q_i, q_j) \) where \( U(\cdot, \cdot) \) is a function of the two original state vectors.

From the state vectors \( q_i \), we obtain a feature vector \( v_i \) which contains the specific features we will use for labeling regions. The elements of \( v_i \) are \( \hat{x}_i \), \( \gamma_i \), \( \mu_i \), the area of the bounding box derived from \( \text{max}_i \) and \( \text{min}_i \) and normalized by \( N_i \), and three more features obtained from the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of \( R_i \). Let \( \lambda_1 > \lambda_2 \) be the two eigenvalues of \( R_i \) corresponding eigenvectors \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \). Then the three remaining features are \( \sqrt{\lambda_1 \lambda_2 / N_i} \), the orientation of \( e_1 \), and \( \lambda_2 / \lambda_1 \).

A multivariate Gaussian distribution is used to model the behavior of \( v_i \) for face areas. Let \( \bar{v} \) and \( \Sigma_v \) be the mean and covariance of the feature vector \( v_i \) for regions corresponding to face areas. Then the dissimilarity between \( v_i \) and the mean behavior for a face region is given by:

\[ C_i = (v_i - \bar{v})^T \Sigma_v^{-1} (v_i - \bar{v}) \]

(2)

The smaller the value of \( C_i \) the greater the likelihood that the region is a face area. In our experiments, \( \bar{v} \) and \( \Sigma_v \) are extracted as the sample statistics from a set of 100 manually segmented frames, each containing at least one face.

As discussed earlier, the unsupervised segmentation is likely to partition face areas into more than one connected region. Therefore, we must merge regions to form a new region which best matches the behavior expected for face areas. We do this by searching each pair-wise merging of regions to find the new region which minimizes (2). We first form a matrix \( C_{i,j} \) defined by

\[ C_{i,j} = (v_{i,j} - \bar{v})^T \Sigma_v^{-1} (v_{i,j} - \bar{v}) \]

(3)

where \( v_{i,j} \) is the feature vector computed by merging regions \( \Omega_i \) and \( \Omega_j \). We then search for the minimum entry of the matrix, \( C_{i,j} = \min_{(i,j) \in P} C_{i,j} \), where \( P \) is the set of entries of the matrix defined by

\[ P = \{(i, j) : C_{i,j} < c_{i,i} \text{ and } C_{i,j} < c_{j,j}\} \]

The restriction on the set \( P \) insures that the minimum occurs between a pair of distinct regions which, when merged, will match the face hypothesis better than any existing individual region. Once the two distinct regions \( \Omega_i \) and \( \Omega_j \) are identified, these two regions are merged to form a new region \( \Omega_h = \Omega_i \cup \Omega_j \). After merging, the original regions \( \Omega_i \) and \( \Omega_j \) must be removed from the matrix and replaced by the new region \( \Omega_h \), and the entries of \( C_{i,j} \) must be updated.

This process of merging is repeated until the set \( P \) is empty. At this point, the merging of any two regions will only reduce the quality of the match to the face hypothesis. Figure 3 illustrates how this recursive merging process progresses. Each node represents a region of the image with the internal nodes representing regions that result from merging. The merging process terminates in a set of nodes, in this example nodes 9, 14, 15, and 16. Any of these nodes which contains less than 600 pixels are removed, and the region that best fits the face hypothesis is used to compute the face label. This is done using the equation:

\[ p = \begin{cases} 
-\frac{C^*}{40} + 1 & C^* < 40 \\
0 & C^* > 40
\end{cases} \]

(4)

where \( C^* = \min_i C_i \) where \( i \) indexes the remaining nodes. Notice that \( p \in [0, 1] \) is larger if the frame is more likely to contain a face, and smaller if it is less likely.

The fourth column of Figure 2 shows the composite region which best fits the face hypothesis for each example.

### 3. RESULTS

The algorithm described was tested on 7 sequences belonging to the ViBE video database. Ground truth information relative to “face” and “no face” was determined for each frame used for our tests. These images were then used for classification. The results were evaluated in the following way:

- A False Alarm results if the frame contains no faces, but our algorithm says that there is at least one face.
Table 1: Results for face detection using the ground truth sequences. Faces indicates the number shots containing at least one face. DE indicates the Detection rate. FA indicates the False Alarm rate and CC the Correct Classification rate.

- A Detection results if the frame contains at least one face, and our algorithm says that there is at least one face.
- A Correct Classification results when a Detection is achieved or when there is no face in the frame and our algorithm finds no face in the frame.

Once we have merged skin-like regions, we apply a threshold to the pseudo-semantic label value given by Equation 4 to the remaining regions. If there exist any value greater than the threshold, the frame is said to contain at least one face. Thus an optimal threshold can be obtained that maximizes the Classification rate.

It is important to emphasize that no thresholds are used when similarity measurements are performed. Our algorithm produces confidence values that are then used by the ViBE browsing environment. Thresholds are used only in this paper to show the performance of the face labeling algorithm.

In Figure 4, a bounding box is drawn in each image for regions whose pseudo-semantic label value is greater than 0.5. As shown, we are able to detect faces under many different illumination conditions and poses. In Figure 4g, we can see that two boxes are drawn. In the classical face-detection problem this would have been classified as a false alarm. In our application, we do not care about such false alarms because our objective is to determine whether a face is presented or not. Figures 4f, 4m, 4n and 4o show false alarms where faces are detected in frames containing no human faces. In Table 1, the results for each ground truth sequence are shown separately.
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Figure 4: The boxes indicate the faces detected (threshold \( p = 0.5 \)).


